Make a Fairy House

Use natural materials to make a home for our fairy and elf friends!

Materials:
- Loose cardboard, cardboard roll, box top and/or recycled box
- Glue, tape, and scissors
- Natural materials (pinecones, dried leaves, twigs, tiny rocks, etc.)

Instructions:
1. Use a box top or piece of cardboard as a base for your house.
2. Use a small recycled box or cardboard roll as the frame for your house. You can even use a simple paper cup. A folded piece of cardboard makes a nice roof!
3. Use natural materials to cover your house.
4. Use glue or tape to stick things together.

Hints:
- You'll need a good amount of glue. Take time holding things in place to get the natural materials to stick.
- Use tiny stones, seeds, or twigs to make pathways.
- Fairies come in all shapes and sizes! Be as creative as you like— they're going to love their new house!